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Abstract

A numerical and experimental analysis is performed for natural convection heat transfer from a horizontal cylinder
enclosed in a rectangular cavity[ The temperature distribution in the air and the heat transfer coe.cients are measured
by a holographic interferometer and compared with numerical predictions obtained by a _nite!element procedure based
on the streamfunction!vorticity formulation of the momentum equations[ The in~uence of the Rayleigh number and
the geometry of the cavity on the heat transfer are investigated[ Þ 0887 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[
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Nomenclature

a thermal di}usivity
D diameter of the cylinder
` modulus of the gravity vector
h overall heat transfer coe.cient on the upper wall
H height of the cavity
L length of the cavity
n normal to the boundary surface
Nu local Nusselt number
Nu average Nusselt number
r radius of the cylinder
Ra Rayleigh number
s area of the cylinder surface
s boundary tangent vector
t temperature
u velocity component
w velocity component
W width of the cavity
W� aspect ratio of the cavity
x Cartesian co!ordinate
z Cartesian co!ordinate[

� Corresponding author[ Tel[] 9928 9321 447911^ fax] 9928
9321 447916^ e!mail] giovanni[cortellaÝuniud[it

Greek symbols
a angle "counterclockwise from the bottom of the cyl!
inder#
b coe.cient of thermal expansion
DT temperature di}erence "tc−tw#
q time
n kinematic viscosity
c streamfunction
v vorticity[

Subscripts
a ambient
c cylinder
s tangential component
w wall[

0[ Introduction

Heat transfer by natural convection from a horizontal
cylinder in cavities has various applications\ ranging from
heat exchangers to solar heating and to cooling of elec!
tronic packages[ Natural convection from a single hori!
zontal cylinder ð0Ł and from horizontal tube arrays ð1Ł
has been investigated in the past[ Natural convection heat
transfer in rectangular cavities heated from below ð2\ 3Ł
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and heated from one side ð4Ð6Ł has been widely inves!
tigated also[ However\ comparatively little information
is available for natural convection from horizontal
cylinders enclosed in a cavity[

In this paper\ a numerical and experimental analysis is
performed for natural convection from a single hori!
zontal heated cylinder enclosed in a cavity of rectangular
cross section in which vertical side walls are isothermal\
while the lower horizontal and the end walls are adia!
batic[ At the upper horizontal wall\ conductive heat
transfer through the wall is imposed\ for a better repro!
duction of the experimental set!up[ Due to the depth of
the experimental apparatus\ the in~uence of the end walls
can be neglected in the central cross section\ where the
resulting velocity and thermal _elds are two!dimensional^
therefore\ the numerical analysis reported here is based
on a two!dimensional _nite!element discretization for
incompressible laminar ~ows[ In the framework of the
streamfunction!vorticity formulation\ a fully segregated
approach is followed\ in which the governing di}erential
equations are completely uncoupled and solved in
sequence[ The method employed has been previously suc!
cessfully utilised for solving higher Rayleigh number
problems than encountered here ð5Ł[

The temperature distribution is experimentally mea!
sured both by real!time and double!exposure holographic
interferometry[ The real!time technique is used in order
to reveal the presence of plume oscillations\ while the
double!exposure technique is used for steady!state
measurements[ Holographic interferometry shows the
typical advantages over the classical optical techniques\
such as high precision and sensitivity\ very low noise
level\ and the possibility of displaying the temperature
distribution across the whole investigated region[

The objective of the heat transfer analysis is the inves!
tigation of the Nusselt number distribution around the
cylinder at di}erent aspect ratios of the cavity and at
various Rayleigh numbers[ Comparisons between
numerical and experimental results are performed on
three cavities whose height is H � 46 mm and widths are
W � 29\ 39 and 49 mm\ containing a cylinder having a
diameter\ D � 03 mm[ Therefore\ the H:D ratio is 3[96[
Since the aspect ratio W� of the cavity is de_ned as

W� �
W
D

"0#

the aspect ratios investigated for the comparisons are
W� � 1[0\ 1[8 and 2[5\ respectively[ The comparisons
concern the Rayleigh numbers Ra � 0[2×092\ 1[3×092

and 2[3×092\ the Rayleigh number being de_ned as

Ra �
`b"tc−tw#D2

na
[ "1#

The experimental ~uid is air\ whose physical properties

in equation "1# are estimated at the average temperature
between the cylinder and the wall temperature[

Further calculations are performed in a wider range of
operating conditions\ i[e[ at W� � 1[0\ 1[8\ 2[5 and 3[2\
and at Rayleigh numbers from 0[2×092 up to 6[4×093[

The three computational domains utilised are rep!
resented in Fig[ 0\ together with the boundary conditions[
The computational domains do not take into account the
symmetry of the problem\ because when the Rayleigh
number is high\ both non!stationary and asymmetric
solutions can be obtained[ However\ the results reported
here concern only stationary situations\ in which the iter!
ative calculation process is concluded when the di}erence
in the Euclidean norm for temperatures between two
consecutive steps is lower than 09−4[

1[ Governing equations and numerical method

Using the Boussinesq approximation for two!dimen!
sional incompressible laminar ~ow\ the streamfunctionÐ
vorticity equations can be written as

11c

1x1
¦

11c

1z1
� −v "2#

and

1v

1q
¦u

1v

1x
¦w

1v

1z
� n0

11v

1x1
¦

11v

1z11¦`b
1t
1x

"3#

respectively[ In equations "2# and "3# c is the stream!
function\ v is the vorticity\ q is the time\ t is the tem!
perature n is the kinematic viscosity\ b is the coe.cient
of thermal expansion\ x and z are Cartesian co!ordinates
de_ned in such a way that the x!axis is horizontal and
the z!axis is vertical\ opposite to the gravity vector[ The
x! and z!axis velocity components are

u �
1c

1z
"4#

w � −
1c

1x
"5#

respectively\ while

v �
1w
1x

−
1u
1z

"6#

is the vorticity[
The energy equation can be written as

1t
1q

¦u
1t
1x

¦w
1t
1z

� a0
11t

1x1
¦

11t

1z11 "7#

for a ~uid with constant properties\ when volumetric
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Fig[ 0[ Computational domain] "a# W� � 1[0\ "b# W� � 1[8 and "c# W� � 2[5^ "d# boundary conditions[

heating is absent and the e}ects of viscous dissipation
can be neglected[

As shown in Fig[ 0"d#\ at the two isothermal cavity
walls and at the cylinder surface we have t � tw and t � tc\
respectively\ while the lower horizontal wall is assumed
to be adiabatic[ On the contrary\ as already pointed out\
adiabatic conditions are not imposed directly at the upper
horizontal wall[ In fact\ in the experimental apparatus
the smaller thickness of this wall does not guarantee
adiabatic boundary conditions and therefore\ for a more
precise simulation\ the computational domain takes into
account the heat ~ux from the cavity to the ambient\
through the solid layer of Plexiglas whose thermal
properties are known[ The overall heat transfer
coe.cient is estimated to be h � 09 W m−1 K−0[ At the
walls of the cavity the value of the streamfunction is
speci_ed\ while\ at the internal boundary represented by
the cylinder\ the streamfunction is constant but has an
unknown value which must be determined as part of the
solution process ð7Ł[ At the cavity and cylinder bound!
aries also the normal derivatives of the streamfunction
are speci_ed as

us � −
1c

1n
� 9 "8#

where us is the velocity component in the direction of the
counter!clockwise oriented tangent vector s[ However\
this additional information cannot be used for the solu!
tion of the streamfunction equation\ because it would
overspecify the problem[ Consequently\ the information
on the normal derivative of the streamfunction must be
incorporated in the boundary condition for the vorticity[
Therefore\ the values of the wall vorticity are obtained
by solving a discretised version of equation "2#\ where the
boundary condition "8# is taken into account ð8Ł[

The local Nusselt number\ at any point of the cylinder
surface\ is estimated as

Nu � 0
1t
1r1r�D:1

D
Dt

"09#

where the temperature gradient is computed from the
nodal heat ~ow rates[ According to equation "09#\ an
average value of the Nusselt number on the cylinder
surface can be de_ned as
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Nu �
0

pD g
pD

9

Nu ds[ "00#

2[ Experimental apparatus

The main components of the experimental apparatus\
represented in Fig[ 1\ include the test!cell\ _lled with air
at atmospheric pressure\ the holographic interferometer
and the data acquisition system[

A schematic drawing of the test cell is shown in Fig[ 2[
The height H is 46 mm\ while the width W can be changed
from 29 to 49 mm so that the aspect ratio W� �W:D
ranges between 1[0 and 2[5[

The lateral vertical walls are made of aluminium and
are cooled by circulating a heat transfer ~uid through a
metal jacket attached to the back surface[ The top and
bottom surfaces of the enclosure are made of Plexiglas\
while the end vertical walls are made of glass in order to
allow optical access to the cavity[ The dimension\
L � 9[31 m\ of the test cell in the direction parallel to the
laser beam is large enough to allow neglecting end!e}ects[
Therefore the air enclosure may be considered as a two!
dimensional rectangular cavity[

The cylinder is made of aluminium with a polished
external surface\ and it is positioned at the centre of the
cavity[ The _nished outer diameter is D � 03 mm and its
length is L � 9[31 m\ which corresponds to 29 times the

Fig[ 1[ Experimental apparatus[

Fig[ 2[ Schematic drawing of the test cell] "0# walls at surface
temperature tw^ "1# Plexiglas layers^ "2# air^ "3# cylinder at surface
temperature tc[

diameter D[ The relatively thick wall of the cylinder "0
mm# aids the attainment of the desired uniform surface
temperature[ The cylinder surface temperature tc\ is
higher than the wall temperature tw\ and it is maintained
by circulating a ~uid inside the cylinder[

The light source is an argon!ion laser with a nominal
power rating of 3 W\ with etalon for the 403[4 nm wave
length[ Both object and reference beams have a maximum
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diameter of 9[04 m[ The optical set!up allows the use of
double!exposure or real!time holographic interferometry
techniques\ for steady!state and temporal evolution
measurements of heat transfer processes respectively ð09Ł[
The real!time technique has been used also to check the
presence of plume oscillations[ A copperÐconstantan
thermocouple is located in the core of the air region to
provide a reference temperature for the evaluation of the
interferograms[ The temperature of the cylinder and of
the walls\ measured by other thermocouples\ cannot be
used as reference\ since their exact position in the inter!
ferograms is uncertain due to di}raction e}ects[ The hol!
ograms have been obtained with the interferometer in_!
nite fringe position _eld\ so that the fringe pattern shows
directly the distribution of the isothermal lines[ The inter!
ferograms are evaluated by using a travelling microscope
to obtain the intensity distribution[ Density and tem!
perature distribution are obtained by the usual methods
of inversion ð00Ł[ According to Hauf and Grigull ð00Ł\ the
expected accuracy for small fringe numbers "less than 29#
can be of about 09)[

3[ Results

For a horizontal heated cylinder in natural convection\
the Nusselt number is a function of the Rayleigh number
only[ When the geometry is modi_ed to include con_ning
walls\ the Nusselt number becomes a function of the
geometry as well[ The experimental work in the present
paper concerns a horizontal uniformly heated cylinder
located at the centre of the cavity[ The Rayleigh number\
as previously de_ned\ ranges between 0[2×092 and
2[3×092\ with aspect ratios W� equal to 1[0\ 1[8 and 2[5[

Comparisons are made between numerical and exper!
imental results] in Figs 3Ð5 the stream!lines and tem!
perature distributions calculated with the numerical
method are reported\ as a function of the aspect ratio W�
and of the Rayleigh number[

Two recirculation zones are clearly shown beside the
cylinder\ growing in intensity with increasing Rayleigh
numbers[ The temperature distribution on the upper part
of the cavity is characteristic of natural convection from
circular objects[

The ~uid motion is strongly dependent on the aspect
ratio of the cavity[ In fact\ taking as reference Fig[ 3\
in which the results for the lowest W� investigated are
reported\ the recirculation is con_ned to the upper part
of the cavity\ while the conductive heat transfer mech!
anism is almost prevailing on the bottom[ When increas!
ing the aspect ratio\ as reported in Figs 4 and 5 the
recirculation expands in the whole cavity\ while the buoy!
ancy driven ~ow pattern and convection heat transfer
increase[

For a qualitative comparison between the numerical
and experimental temperature distributions\ in Fig[ 6 the

Fig[ 3[ Calculated streamlines "−1[4×09−2 "9[14×09−3#
1[4×09−2# and temperature "0 K# distributions in the W� � 1[0
cavity] "a# Ra � 0[2×092\ "b# Ra � 1[3×092 and "c#
Ra � 2[3×092[

calculated temperature maps are represented by means
of di}erent grey tones and compared with actual tem!
perature distributions measured in the experimental tests[

A more exhaustive investigation of the heat transfer
phenomena and a better comparison between the numeri!
cal and experimental methods can be seen from the local
Nusselt number on the cylinder surface[ In Figs 7Ð09 the
Nusselt number distribution on the cylinder surface is
represented for three values of the Rayleigh number
investigated[ Both the calculated and the experimental
values are reported\ and a very good agreement is reached
for high values of the angle a\ while a poorer agreement
is found for lower values of a\ with the maximum local
deviation up to 11)[ This is probably due to di.culties
in evaluating the interferograms] the origin of the wall of
the cylinder is not exactly known since the contour of
the surface is blurred because of di}raction e}ects[ The
interference fringe closest to the wall is superposed on
the di}raction pattern\ so that its position cannot be
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Fig[ 4[ Calculated streamlines "−1[4×09−2 "9[14×09−3#
1[4×09−2# and temperature "0 K# distributions in the W� � 1[8
cavity] "a# Ra � 0[2×092\ "b# Ra � 1[3×092 and "c#
Ra � 2[3×092[

precisely determined[ This problem is partly overcome
by extrapolating the temperature distribution derived
from the interference pattern\ because the temperature
of the surface of the cylinder is known by means of a
thermocouple measurement[

After looking at Figs 7Ð09\ we can see how the heat
transfer is strongly in~uenced by the Rayleigh number
and the aspect ratio of the cavity[ The Nusselt number
distribution on the cylinder surface is characterised by an
oscillating behaviour at W� � 1[0 and 1[8[ This con_rms
that the conductive heat transfer from the cylinder to the
cavity is predominant in these conditions[ At W� � 2[5
the Nusselt number distribution is monotonically
decreasing\ because the convective heat transfer becomes
more important[

In each of the above mentioned simulations\ a numeri!
cal stationary solution is obtained\ and an actual steady
state regime is found experimentally[ In Figs 00 and 01\
frames taken from a real!time video recording are shown\
to demonstrate the evolution of the temperature _eld

Fig[ 5[ Calculated streamlines "−1[4×09−2 "9[14×09−3#
1[4×09−2# and temperature "0 K# distributions in the W� � 2[5
cavity] "a# Ra � 0[2×092\ "b# Ra � 1[3×092 and "c#
Ra � 2[3×092[

during the transient regime at the beginning of the heating
process\ at Ra � 1[3×092 and Ra � 6[6×092 respect!
ively[ Before q � 9\ both the walls and the cylinder are
at uniform room temperature^ at q � 9\ the heat transfer
~uids circulate into the wall jackets and into the cylinder[
Due to the high ~ow rates utilised and to the high thermal
di}usivity of the solid materials\ uniform temperature
distributions are reached in a few seconds[ The correct
temperature di}erences are reached in some minutes[

Additional numerical simulations were also performed
for a wider cavity having W� � 3[2\ up to Rayleigh num!
bers su.ciently high to induce non!stationary and oscil!
lating solutions[ In Table 0 the calculated average Nusselt
number values are reported for each geometry and several
Rayleigh numbers\ together with the experimental values
whenever available[ Non!stationary oscillating solutions
are encountered at Ra � 0[9×094 for all the W:D ratios[

The highest values of the Nusselt number calculated at
the various Rayleigh numbers are marked in bold face\
so that the in~uence of both the Rayleigh number and
the aspect ratio of the cavity on the calculated Nusselt
number is evident[ When increasing the Rayleigh
number\ the highest average heat transfer coe.cients are
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Fig[ 6[ Calculated temperature distributions and measured temperature distributions "interferograms# at Ra � 0[2×092] "a# W� � 1[0\
"b# W� � 1[8 and "c# W� � 2[5[

encountered at decreasing aspect ratios W�[ As an exam!
ple\ at Ra � 1[3×092 the highest Nusselt number is found
at W� � 2[5\ while at Ra � 6[4×093 the highest Nusselt
number is found at W� � 1[0[ This is almost entirely due
to the recirculation in the lower part of the cavity\ which\
for the narrow cavity\ becomes more important at high
Rayleigh numbers only[ At Ra � 0[2×092\ the highest
Nusselt number is found at W� � 3[2\ but another
maximum is encountered at W� � 1[0\ due to conductive

heat transfer[ However\ the heat transfer coe.cient
is mainly in~uenced by the Rayleigh number\ and
the e}ect of the aspect ratio of the cavity is less
important[

The results reported in Table 0 are displayed graphi!
cally in Fig[ 02\ which shows the average Nusselt number
as a function of the Rayleigh number at the various aspect
ratios W�[ The diagram shows clearly the prevailing
in~uence of the Rayleigh number[
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Table 0
Average value of the Nusselt number on the cylinder surface Nu

W� � 1[0 W� � 1[8 W� � 2[5 W� � 3[2

calc[ exp[ calc[ exp[ calc[ exp[ calc[

Ra � 0[2×092 1[25 1[35 1[14 1[43 1[24 1[24 1[27

Ra � 1[3×092 1[50 1[79 1[54 2[99 1[64 1[68 1[62
Ra � 2[3×092 1[66 2[96 1[89 2[04 1[87 2[95 1[83
Ra � 4[9×092 1[88 * 2[11 * 2[14 * 2[05
Ra � 0[9×093 2[41 * 2[79 * 2[63 * 2[53
Ra � 1[9×093 3[16 * 3[31 * 3[18 * 3[11
Ra � 2[9×093 3[67 * 3[79 * 3[56 * 3[52
Ra � 3[9×093 4[06 * 4[98 * 3[88 * 3[83
Ra � 4[9×093 4[36 * 4[22 * 4[14 * 4[10
Ra � 6[4×093 5[94 * 4[71 * 4[66 * 4[62

The highest calculated values at each Rayleigh number are shown in bold face

Fig[ 7[ Calculated and experimental local Nusselt number dis!
tribution in the cylinder surface at Ra 0[2×092] "�# W� � 1[0\
"�# W� � 1[8 and "e# W� � 2[5[

Fig[ 8[ Calculated and experimental local Nusselt number dis!
tribution in the cylinder surface at Ra 1[3×092] "�# W� � 1[0\
"�# W� � 1[8 and "e# W� � 2[5[

Fig[ 09[ Calculated and experimental local Nusselt number dis!
tribution in the cylinder surface at Ra 2[3×092] "�# W� � 1[0\
"�# W� � 1[8 and "e# W� � 2[5[

4[ Conclusions

The heat transfer by natural convection from a hori!
zontal cylinder enclosed in a rectangular cavity is inves!
tigated[ The numerical and experimental results are in
good accordance as regards the average Nusselt number
and the temperature patterns\ while the experimental
measurement of local Nusselt number su}ers some
di.culties in the evaluation of the interferograms[ The
in~uence both of the cavity aspect ratio and of the Ray!
leigh number on the temperature distribution and on the
Nusselt number are investigated[ When increasing the
Rayleigh number\ increasing average heat transfer
coe.cients are encountered\ whose maximum is found at
decreasing aspect ratios W�[

At Ra � 0×094 non!stationary and oscillating solu!
tions are encountered[ The investigation of the heat trans!
fer from the cylinder to the cavity in these conditions is
currently being more deeply investigated[
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Fig[ 00[ Real time interferograms at Ra 1[3×092] "a# q � 9 s\ "b# q � 17 s\ "c# q � 26 s\ "d# q � 0000 s[ The temperature di}erence Dt
between the average temperature of the cylinder and the average temperature of the isothermal walls is indicated[
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Fig[ 01[ Real time interferograms at Ra 6[6×092] "a# q � 9 s\ "b# q � 17[1 s\ "c# q � 26 s\ "d# q � 41 s "e# q � 50 s\ "f# q � 560 s[ The
temperature di}erence Dt between the average temperature of the cylinder and the average temperature of the isothermal walls is
indicated[

Fig[ 02[ Calculated average Nusselt number as a function of the
Rayleigh number] "�# W� � 1[0\ "�# W� � 1[8\ "e# W� � 2[5
and "r# W� � 3[2[
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